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Organic Valley needed to consolidate offices resulting in their 
new 25 million dollar facility in Cashton, WI. AOI came to the table 
as a leading AIS dealer in the area and quickly was awarded the 
contract after a two month bidding process with several local 
dealers and the incumbent dealer. AOI had two months to design, 
plan, propose, and order the 310 workstations, 35 private offices, 
and several conference rooms, seating and break out areas. 
Primarily an AIS installation, there was also various other furniture 
manufactuters and additionally featuring a Wisconsin reclaimed 
wood manufacturer who tore down an old Organic Valley barn 
for the wood to build their conference tables. AOI installed this 
project in two months and completed the punch list with a happy 
client. Hand painted cow murals, a deconstructed tractor hanging 
in the main circular staircase housed in a large grain silo, and 
custom carpet tiles adorned with a fake milk spill, help to make 
this facility unique, vibrant, and an incredibly exciting!

PROJECT OVERVIEW
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PROJECT DETAILS

90,000 Square Feet

PROJECT SIZE

PRIMARY MANUFACTURER
AIS, Allseating, JSI, Cape, Segis & Urban Evolutions

January 2016
PROJECT DATE
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Organic Valley is a thriving business recently surpassing a billion dollars as a farming Co-Op, 
providing consumer Organic Dairy and Meat Products. Located in La Farge, Wisconsin, two 
hours north-west of Madison, they are currently housed in a 90,000 SF facility in LaFarge 
with several scattered offices throughout Wisconsin.

CLIENT PROFILE: ORGANIC VALLEY
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It was clear to me from the beginning that AOI and Organic valley would be able 
to work creatively together. Jessica was very talented and the designer was able 
to get the style I was aiming for. Jessica was able to take my vision and turn it 
into exactly what I was hoping for. Our building is something we are proud to 
show off and our furniture design is a big part of that pride.    
  
   ~ Sarah Jaiteh, Employee Engagement Coordinator
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